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EXAMINATION OF CREDENTIAL 

The PRESIDENT suggested that the Board should ask the Bureau to examine 

the credentials of representatives and submit thair report thereon to the Board. 

It was so decided. 

FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK AMD ACTIVITIES OF UMIDO (ID/B/U and Corr.1-3,  ID/B/8 and 
Add.l and Add.l/Corr.l,  ID/B/9, ID/B/10, ID/B/11)  (continued) 

Mr. SAHLOUL (Sudan) said it had been the understanding of his delegation 

that, since there were no documents relating to the item, the discussion on the 

future programme of work and activities of UNUX) would take the form of a general 

debate in which each delegation would outline its ideas to serve as guidelines to 

the secretariat.    The Executive Director was to be congratulated on the way he had 

defended the new organization against the onslaughts of well-meaning but over- 

zealous reformers.    It was easy to imagine the continuous harassment and pressures 

to which UNIDO had been subjected, and it was a sad fact that vested interests and 

narrow national policies had frustrated the development of the new idea3 that had 

accompanied the establishment of the infant organization.    His delegation wished 

to assure the Executive Director of its continued support and full trust, and of 

its readiness to participate in a frank discussion of all the issues. 

The developing countries had visualized UNIDO as a fully-fledged specialized 

agency, enjoying complete autonomy and assured of enough resources to undertake 

its responsibilities efficiently.   Unhappily, those hopes had been dashed as a 

result of the pressure applied by the developed countries and the other specialized 

agencies. 

The Executive Director had rightly pointed out that the complexity and 

multiplicity of sources and channels through which the operational activities had 

to be cleared were the real cause of his organization's difficulties.    As a result 

of the policies pursued by the developed countries, the trickle of financial 

resources for operational activitiea was unfortunately channelled through a 

multiplicity of pipelines, and the specialized agencies were seeking jealously to 

retain the functions  in the industrial field they had acquired prior to the 

creation of the Centre for Industrial Development and UNIDO. 
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His delegation's views as *o the futuro programme of work and activities of 

UNIDO were guided by two documents: General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXï), and 

the statement of the Executive Director (ID/B/12). 

In the programme of work which UNIDO miçht prepare in the  light of the views 

expressed in the present debate,  special attention should be given  to the fact that 

developing countries had different social and economic systems  and were at different 

levels.,  of development.    It, was  generally agreed that UNIDO should increasingly 

undertake more operational activities,  giving them preponderance over research 

activities.     The operational activities should cover the preparation of industrial 

projects,  including technical and economic feasibility studies;  assistance  in the 

formulation of industrial development programmes  in developing countries; promotion 

of the regional integration of industrialization,  starting from specific industrial 

projects in each country of the region; assisting the developing countries to 

obtain external financing for specific  industrial projects, and providing them with 

information on the terms  und conditions of the various financing sources;  advising 

the financing agencies  on  the technical and economic soundness  of the projects 

submitted for financing;   offering advice and  guidance on problems relating to the 

exploitation and use of nat-ural resources,  industrial raw materials and by-products; 

assistance   in the training of technical and other personnel in co-operation with the 

Specialized   agencies concerned;  and assistance to development  institutions and 

•¿ministrations of developing countries in industrial technology, production, 

programming and planning.    UNIDO could also givo attention to an area which was not 

Specifically mentioned   in  its terms of reference but which was  a major problem to 

developing countries  in  their efforts  to industrialize, namely,   implementation and 

follow-up of industrial programmes and projects.    Failure to achieve satisfactory 

implementation had frequently resulted  in failure  to achieve development targets. 

UNIDO could perhaps  prepare programmes along the lines mentioned   ibove.    The 

Lx-cutive Director cculd   ree'   assured  of his delegation's co-operation and support 

in  » adding any probier::;   he might encounter in preparing such programmes.    His 

•:'-li',Ta'ion wculd s* ron gl .v   rrr; ist any attempt   to impede the smooth operation of the 

.- authority of the Board.    The close   tying of UNIDO to • "ir.i."at i on  cr   ierren'e 

til        '     '11'        UI il'.-;  IWtiens sy^tgn couli onJy hinder its  operation and its 
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ncLiviti.es. It would ue encouraging li. cliuot: aexeg,tn,ions of developed countries 

which at previous meetings had emphasized the importance of operational activities 

could indicate their Governments' willingness to contribute generously to the 

finances required foi future programmes. Experience had shown that the fears 

expressed by the developing countries in regard to financing had been justified. 

It would be more logical to simplify and streamline the machinery for operational 

activities snd supply uncied resources than to level criticisms, the sole purpose 

of which was to justify certain policies, past and future. 

Sir Edward WARNER (United Kingdom) said he believed that the role of 

UNIDO should bs very different from that of the former Centre for Industrial 

Development. It seemed to be the unanimous desire of the Board that UNIDO should 

be above «.n an operational agency. Nobody wanted more purely theoretical research, 

and the idea of an "action-oriented" approach had appeared in various documents 

but was still, unfortunately, far from being a reality. The Executive Director 

had described UNIDO as the central point in a vast network of international 

co-operation for industrial progress. It was to be hoped he did not mean that it 

would serve as the middleman for all industrial projects, since the result of 

channelling all requests for assistance through UNIDO would be one great bottle- 

neck and little or no progress. 

A major limiting factor ;o industrial development was the problem of prefect 

identification. Techniques for the simultaneous identification of a number of 

projects were needed; one of the most promising was what might be called Integrated 

area planning. It was a method of microeconomic planning used to define a scheme 

based on the total resources of a particular area, and the end result was a number 

of carefully located industries serviced by a network of secondary installations, 

the system as a whole catering to the increased purchasing power of all those to 

whom the project gave employment. The planning method showed what the area was 

capable of supporting, and it also clearly identified projects for the investor 

and provided him with the data he needed. It should lead to a dramatic break- 

through in the formulation and implementation of new projects. It was, of course, 

a task to which UNIDO was uniquely suited and which could be one of the corner- 

stones of its programme of action. 
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In hic delegation's view, the programme should be based on projects suggested 

by Governments.  There should be a clear demarcation between what was to be 

undertaken by UNIDO and what, in the industrial development field, fell to other 

organizations in the United Nations family. The programme should place 

over-riding emphasis on operational field projects of immediate interest and should 

provide for the progressive introduction of projects incorporating integrated 

area planning as a means to increased project identification. There should be a 

clear definition of the limited supporting role of research. 

Having drawn up a work programme on those lines and related to available 

finance, the secretariat should submit a detailed programme budget for the Board's 

approval. It should identify the proposed expenditures under the main headings of 

administrative costs, cost of studies and research, and cost of field operations 

(indicating the amount attributable to work at Headquarters). Since a detailed 

programme budget for I968 could not be drawn up at the present stage, a projection 

of activities which would continue into I968 was needed at the present session, so 

that the Doara could give the Executive Director the necessary authority and 

guidance. 

Mr. ABE (Japan) said that that part of General Assembly resolution 

2152 (XXI) which stated the purpose of UNIDO provided a useful background for 

discussion of the future Prcgrair.ire of work. The solution of the problems of industrial 

development lay primarily in the hands of the developing countries themselves. The 

United Nations system of organizations, other international bodies and the developed 

countries could provide assistance and advice. The approach to the problem must be 

as pragmatic as possible. Theories or modern inventions would be of little value in 

the context of UNIDO if they did not lend themselves to practical use. The 

operational activities enumerated in General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) would 

not produce significant results unless they were undertaken in a concerted manner, 

taking into account the priorities, the stage of development and the circumstances 

of each country. The combination of activities and the weight to be given to each 

would naturally be different from country to country. Although the tiethods and 

programming of industrial development might vary, there were problems which were 
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common te  all countries.    The promotion of  industrialization should be  con;-, iuYr.-i 

in the context of the over-all programme  for economic and   social development and, 

in particular,   in close relationship with the agricultural development  programme 

of each country.    The Executive Director had made  some extremely  interesting 

remarks on that point in his   introductory statement.     That raised  the problem of 

co-ordination and co-operation between UNIDO and the other United Nations organs 

dealing with industrial development.     The question was related to the preparation 

of the future programme of work of UNIDO.    A number of activities of the  specialized 

agencies and the Department  of Economic and Social Affairs were directly connected 

with industrial development,   and  it was therefore  important to ensure harmonious 

co-operation between the bodies    concerned.    With regard to UNDP and the United 

Nations regular programme of technical assistance, UNIDO should give   constructive 

arid effective co-operation as an executive agency; with respect to other United 

Nations organs,   it should promote co-operation among the agencies  concerned for 

tne multilateral execution of projects. 

Mr. ASICDÜ  (Nigeria) said that he considered item 6 the most  important 

on the agenda; as reworded,   it emphasized the need to look to the future  and to 

direct the  activities of UNIDO along the right lines.    The programme of work 

for I967 set out in document Iû/BA should be appraised from that  standpoint.    Many 

speakors had stressed that the need now was for action.    However,   some of the 

so-called operational activities  listed in the paper,   such as the assignment of 

experts to give advice,  to produce reports  or to update older reports,  did not 

fit in with the kind of action envisaged by the developing countries, which for 

many years  had insisted on the creation of an organization to make United Nations 

activities   in the field of industrialization really constructive. 

Decisions on industrialization policy had to be taken at three levels,  namely, 

the country level,  the sub-regional level and the regional level.    Th.» first task 

must be to discover impediments to rapid industrialization at those three levels and, 

having discovered them,  to try to remove them.     In his view,  the real impediment 

to rapid  industrialization in the less developed  regions of the world was not 

ignorance of programming and evaluation techniques or industrial processes.    It 

was trie absence of "bankable" projects,  the absence of rash,  the absence of the will 
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''•'   industrialize  in some under-developed countries and,   to some extent,   the 

abs.-i --e   in developed countries  of the will to encourage   industrialization  in 

ba-kv/uri  regions.     Those were  the basic difficulties that must be tackled  if the 

purp. sos  sot  (ut  in General Assembly resolution 2152  (XXI) wer-? to be achieved. 

Turning to the  programme  of work for  1X7,   he noted that many of what were 

]*v.'-rii '-J as  operational  fipld  activities were normal technical assistance projects 

which did rv>t owe  nuch to the  existence of UNIDO.    While he realized that  it was 

difficult. 1     find experts  in some very technical fields,   the speed with which those 

• perational   field activities were executed -.-Te far from satisfactory. 

ile  felt  that the surveys  proposed  in drcument W/B/k,  chapter II, were too 

'"•n'Til to have much operational meaning as far as decision-making bodies  in 

o untries were  concerned.    The   same criticism could be made of the proposal to 

produce manuals on techniques.     In the view of his delegation, UNIDO must 

concentra'o   its energies  and resources  on a  few practical matters which might 

produce the quick.;*   md most  spectacular results.    Surveys would be needed,  of 

c.-ur.".-,   but  their porpore should be  to throw up project possibilities  in the various 

branche:-.    >f   industry.     Those  possibilities  should then be the subject of the 

detailed  investigations which were necessary before would-be  investors cruld be 

interested.     That was a  field   in which UNIDO could be most useful and which,   in 

fBf-t.   .i-'-  rrjei vith  the  functions  set out  in the  resolution establishing the 

oivini:;.:ii i ,n.     The  utmost priority should be accorded to that function at the 

current  stage  of the organization's development.    Where  feasibility studies were 

c^twi rued,   it was  not enough to  assign one  or two experts who \t best  could only 

parti -^oa^   ¡n drawing up the  terris of reference of the technical bodies which 

vo-jld make  the necessary studies.    A  formula must be found whereby WIDO could 

rpe.-my  organize ,ill the  c nsultancy servicer  required  and  could undertake the 

•iotaijod  tests.     It   ,/as  obvious  that the  formula of Special Fund programmes,  whereby 

*;r  r'  "'::-0'!'   country had   to put  up one half   n' the money required,   would  not  serve. 

";jn>    must  • ave  ¡unis   '     rr. unt  those detailed  studies,   in association with 

^ :'!''!-'""'        ''  : i-Jva'e     rganisdtions,   "r  sometimes  alone.     It must also have  the 

•  -• ••      •      :     ' Lr   qui -My,   and    .i;,-p  the  possibilities  hod been evaluated,   it  must 
r  ' oi-reL-i- :.s   r     pv \r.<-tv  so.-:, projects  among would-be  investors. 

/-.. 
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The Board had before it papers on activities designed to speed up development 

of export-oriented industries.    There was no doubt that the development of such 

industries would contribute tremendously to speeding up industrialization in 

developing countries.     In some fields,  genuine partnership between developing and 

developed countries  could be immediately established;   the processing of primary 

materials would take place in developing countries,   and distribution would be in 

the traditional markets in developed countries.     UNCTAD and GATT vere doing 

considerable work in that field and should be encouraged to expand their activities. 

The first priority for UNIDO should te to mount  feasibility 3tudies to demonstrate 

the mutual advantages to be derived  from specific export-oriented projects,  and 

not to prepare general panera on the subject. 

UNIDO must address itself to the needs of the majority of developing countries, 

although account should be taken of the complexity of those needs.    In that regard, 

one could not overstress the importance of appointing officers in individual 

countries to keep the secretariat informed of the genuine needs and at the same 

time to canvas the possibilities of assistance from UNIDO. 

The task of co-ordinating United Nations activities in the field of industrial 

development was assigned to UNIDO.    At the current stage of its growth,  however, 

it would be sufficient for UNIDO to be fully informed of the activities of other 

organi za'•ions.    For its part, it should inform other organizations of the project 

possibility -., thrown up through its work in individual countries.    At that stage, 

of course, those organizatlone would have to harmonize their activities. 

With respect to financing,  it was to be hoped that UNIDO would soon acquire 

an independent source of funds.    The transition from the technical assistance 

approach to the execution of expensive feasibility studies and promotional 

activities required large sums of money.    In the meantime, the Programme of Special 

Industrial 'Jervice3  should develop as a more flexible instrument.    His delegation 

had been rather disappointed at document ID/B/T,   and it would like activities under 

the Programme to be extended.    For example, one of the obstacles to rapid 

industrialization was the difficulty of obtaining expatriate personnel for certain 

projects,  and he wondered whether it would not be possible for UNIDO,  at  the early 

stages of a project,   not only t<   assist in attracting the right type of personnel 

but to contribute at  least a part  of the foreign cost of employing such per sonríe 1. 

/... 
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The organization might have a special fund from which it could make short-term loans 

or grants to new industrie3 which had run into temporary financial difficulties and 

supply  limited quantities of equipment in order to remove serious bottle-necke in 

certain industries.     Although it might be difficult to take such emergency measures, 

¿hey were sometimes what was most needed in order to speed up industrialization in 

some developing countries.    Such emergency activities were not sufficiently stressed 

in document ID/B/7. 

The Centre for Iiidustrial Development and UNIDO had done good work,  but the 

emphasis from now on must be on practical action.    In order that studies should be 

useful, they must have as their goal the development and execution of specific 

projects.    Successful industrialization did not necessarily result from perfect 

blueprints.    UNIDO must make every effort to co-operate with individual countries and 

sub-regional groups in the execution of specific projects.    Certain fields of action 

had been indicated by the activities of the regional econoalc commissions.    The 

suggestions for industrial development on a regional basis in West Africa by EGA 

were an example. 

He hoped that there would be an opportunity to indicate specifically which 

studies could be deferred, so that the resources thus saved could be devoted to 

the concrete programmes which he had described. 

Mr. KOTSCHNIG (United States of America) agreed with other delegations ~ 

that the organization must be action-oriented and that its programme of work 

should relate to constructive, down-to-earth assistance to the newer countries. 

The importance of research and studies should not be played down,  of course,  but 

he did suggest that many of the projects inherited from the Centre for Industrial 

Development were not of high priority and could very well be pursued by universities 

and other institutions. 

UNIDO should assist the developing countries in formulating priorities which 

were most likely to achieve early results in three very different area¿.    Firstly, 

err.pîïasis   p.ij'ht   : ••   ¡lacci  *>n  industries which would assist  in the modernization of 

n.'r.nUt'« •--,   suo h aß  those producing fertilizers,   pesticides and agricultural 

Ir-i^-eir-ents or rrr.cescínf: agricultural commodities     for industrial development was 

'T.T1 c-.: it. it   with'ut   n   .--.troni? arri^ultural sector.     Secondly,  efforts should be made 

1. •.->•]. y ¿ru-; •   •• nr.umer industries,  which yielded the speediest  results and 
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iren.cdlately visible gains that furnished a strong motivation to those who manned 

the machine ;.    Thirdly,   special attention should be given to export-oriented 

industries, which provided the foreign exchange to pay for imports of needed 

capital goods. 

UNIDO must make an effort to furnish truly effective technical assistance, 

which must include assistance in both the preparation and the execution of projects 

and programmes.    UNIDO could not provide the thousands of millions of dollars 

required to build plants and industrial complexes throughout two thirds of the 

inhabited areas of the world, but it could and must help to create the conditions 

which would make such investment possible. 

UNIDO must help the developing countries to achieve the optimum combination 

of public and private enterprise and in so doing should avoid any doctrinaire 

approach.    While recognizing the importance of the public sector in certain parts 

of the world, he believed that industrialization might well be retarded rather than 

advanced if it were entrusted exclusively to State enterprises and neglected 

private enterprise based on individual initiative. 

So far as personnel was concerned, highly skilled administrators, planners 

and some technologists were clearly needed at Headquarters to guide the work of 

UNIDO.    At the same time, however, experienced operators familiar with practical 

industrial problems and management were needed in the field.    While recognizing the 

importance of the principle of geographical distribution,  its integral application 

in the recruitment of technical UNIDO personnel would obviously be counter 

productive.    He believed that a special effort was needed to recruit personnel in 

the industrialized countries,  including those of the developing countries which 

have already gained industrial experience.    For its part, the United States was 

prepared to help secure proven and competent technologists and operators. 

Such personnel should be made available to the field where they were most 

needed.   A few advisers might be assigned to the regional economic commissions find 

to the offices of the UNDP Resident Representatives in selected countries reflecting 

a variety of economic and industrial conditions.    The idea of "flying missions" 

could also be endorsed provided that they were given time to do their work 

thoroughly. 

/... 
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General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) provided that UNIDO should play the 

central role in reviewing and promoting the co-ordination of all activities of 

Unite' Mations '„odies in the field of industrial development. That did not mean 

that UNI00 should take the place of those bodies:  its task involved functional 

co-ordination which should enable all competent organizations to contribute more 

effectively to the industrialization of the developing world. Such a co-ordinating 

function would not conflict with but assist the Economic and Social Council and the 

General Assembly in the discharge of their over-all co-ordinating functions. 

In preparing a work programme for the rest of 1967 and for I968, the Board 

should not try to cover all the fields of activity set out in resolution 2152 (XXI). 

It should draw up a clear-cut, specific programme which could be carried out during 

the coming twenty months and clearly indicate the financial implications of the work 

envisaged. 

Mr. BILLNER (Sweden) recalled that the many activities which the Centre for 

Industrial Development had undertaken were to be continued in 1967 and I968. In 

addition, the Secretariat's efforts in I967 would be devoted -rainly to the 

preparations for the International Symposium on Industrial Development. In I968, 

the follow-up to the .Symposium would form a substantial part of the work programme. 

However, the need to conclude successfully a few projects inherited from the Centre 

must not unreasonably hamper efforts to lay greater emphasis on operational activities. 

ihe heard might provide the Secretariat with specific indications of the types of 

industri .al surveys and projects which it considered especially urgent and request a 

sn:aJJ /-roui of ex, erts to make recommendations to it. Cn the question of promoting 

«•xjort-ori.r.ted industries, UNIDO, in accordance with paragraph 29 of General 

Hs.unldy n solution 2152 (XXl), had to co-operate closely with UNCTAD. Each 

••iranistien should therefore closely follow the activities of the other. Thus, 

i'i;ii") w.-uld need information on possible markets for e given product whenever it 

J ; ! 'd •1    <vt]o,ing country to establish an export  industry.    In order to promote the 

:' '• -ii.v.loiing country,   UOVTAD would in turn require as detailed information 

•i:J'   fi.   !}<.   industrial  j rejects and joücies  of the country concerned.     The 

>• . . .1 i. .• of ih,   two organizations would obviously have to be defined more 

•••'  '-1 ¡  ¡avo  to  take  the  form of practical agreements. 

'"    "''    •' L'ration  endorse i   the executive   Hi rector's comments  on UNIDO's 

"•t:- ' !l;' r 'aiu 1   Satiori'   organizations,  in the field of industrial 

•'•:     !•   '•.'     •  - 'r:Lnnti..r.  • >y H.ei r artivities.     Clearly,   UNIDO could 

/... 
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not assume at once its role as a central co-ordinating body.    Nevertheless,   the work 

of co-ordination entrusted to it by the General Assembly would become increasingly 

urgent.     In order to enable developing countries to make the best use of their 

resources  in the long run, a world industrialization strategy must be worked out. 

The regional  economic commissions had obtained valuable experience upon which UNIDO 

would wish to draw.    The practical arrangements proposer! between UNIDO and UNDP were 

another important step forward in working out effective ways and means of 

co-operation in industrial development.    He hoped that the Board would approve the 

recommendation to assign UNIDO officials to the offices of Resident Representatives. 

The industrial development centres which UNIDO, as an executive agency of UNDP, was 

helping to set up in various developing countries were a new means of co-ordinating 

operational activities. 

Finally, he hoped that the UNIDO secretariat would be given the structure 

and the personnel it needed in order to serve as a connecting link between the 

developing and industrialized countries. 

Mr.  lühRETTINl (Switzerland) said that when the Executive Director had 

been Ccmmissioner for Industrial Development he might have been compared to a 

university professor with a laboratory and assistants who were mainly engaged on 

research.    Now, he had been given substantial financial resources and a much 

larger staff.    By the same token, he had been entrusted with new tasks.    He was now 

responsible for the practical application of research findings and for making the 

best use of his new-found resources.    Full use should continue to be made of the 

resources of United Nations bodies such as UNDP,  UNCTAD, GATT and the ILO, which 

were currently engaged in activities directly or indirectly concerned with 

industrial development.    It would be unfortunate if UNIDO were to launch into trade 

promotion, a sphere in which GATT and UNCTAD already were operating successfully. 

Overlapping and duplication must be avoided at all costs.    At the outset,  UNIDO 

should concentrate on a few basic aims.    In particular,  it might encourage the 

development of industries which made rational use of the natural resources of 

various developing countries.    The surveys carried out by certain international 

organizations,   especially FAO,  showed that such industries,  far from retarding 

development,  were,   because of their high multiplier effect,  the best foundation 

for healthy economic development and for the utilization and training of much of 

the available labour.    In particular, UNIDO should assist the production of 

/... 
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oh< r.ical   fertilizers,  agricultural  machinery adapte!  to local  conditions,   and 

irrigati, r,  iquijment.     In aidition,   setter on-the-spot  use  should  be made  of 

agricultural   rr^-luctr and  raw materials  through the establishment of preservation 

and  jrecessing units.    That was a vast area of activity,   in which the first task 

was  U.   im)rove existing conditions.     The increasing food shortage from which 

several  areas  of the world were suffering made it essential  to increase the 

jrouuetion of food-stuffs.     UNID<    should,   therefore,   in conjunction with FAO, 

first  endeavour to increase agricultural yield through industrialization.     Of course, 

industrialization linked with agriculture was not the only sphere which merited 

interest.     In particular,   the establishment of regional markets could provide 

outlets  less  subject to the difficult competition prevailing  in the markets of the 

developed  countries.    They would give local producers a considerable advantage 

over those of develo;ed countries,  who had to take higher transport costs  into 

account.     Close co-operation between UNIDO,  UNCTAD and GATT would certainly be 

needed   in  that  sphere. 

The :;wiss delegation supported the proposals of the Netherlands and Jordanian 

representatives for the establishment of a programme  budget.     Once UNIDO's work 

yrograrcne had  been drawn up,   the Cwiss Government would determine how its 

'•• titribution to the operational activities of the organization would be made,  as 
anno in  December 1','66 

Mr.  BARPUYAWART (Thailand) said that in carrying out its work programme 

UNIDO should endeavour to eliminate the obstacles impeding the accelerated 

industrialization of developing countries.     He  noted with satisfaction that UNIDO 

intuited   tv, co-operate with the regional economic commissions  in the execution 

of jractieal  projects.     In particular,   he hoped that UNIDO would establish close 

relations with ECAF1   and the Asian Industrial Development Council.    The new 

organization should be as  effective as  possible and should be primarily concerned 

with operational activities,   leaving general  studies to other United Nations bodies. 

It was. also irnjortant  to take  into account the specific characteristics of economic 

an:   social   : roblaras  in each developing  country. 

¡he r.eetinr  rese at 12. Vj  p.m. 






